Traditional conceptions of spoken language assume that speech recognition and talker identification are computed separately. Neuropsychological and neuroimaging studies imply some separation between the two faculties, but recent perceptual studies suggest better talker recognition in familiar languages than unfamiliar languages. A familiar-language benefit in talker recognition potentially implies strong ties between the two domains. However, little is known about the nature of this language familiarity effect. The current study investigated the relationship between speech and talker processing by assessing bilingual and monolingual listeners' ability to learn voices as a function of language familiarity and age of acquisition. Two effects emerged. First, bilinguals learned to recognize talkers in their first language (Korean) more rapidly than they learned to recognize talkers in their second language (English), while English-speaking participants showed the opposite pattern (learning English talkers faster than Korean talkers). Second, bilinguals' learning rate for talkers in their second language (English) correlated with age of English acquisition. Taken together, these results suggest that language background materially affects talker encoding, implying a tight relationship between speech and talker representations.
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Introduction
Recent studies suggest a relationship between knowing a language and ability to identify talkers in that language (Goggin et al., 1991; Johnson et al., 2011; Perrachione et al., 2011; Sullivan and Schlichting, 2000; Winters et al., 2008) . This radically departs from a viewpoint that speech processing operates over an abstract set of symbols. However, it is not clear what degree of language experience, or what specific type of language experience is relevant for talker recognition. On one hand, some studies suggest that limited exposure to a new language is sufficient to facilitate recognition of voices in that language (Sullivan and Schlichting, 2000, in adults; Johnson et al., 2011, in 7-month-olds) . On the other hand, other studies suggest that the languagetalker relationship is more complex. For instance, listeners are better at learning to identify voices in their native language than in a foreign language (Goggin et al.; Winters et al.) . Further, Perrachione et al. recently showed that dyslexic listeners' degree of phonological impairment predicted difficulty in a talker learning task in a familiar (but not an unfamiliar) language. This suggests a link between subtle phonetic knowledge and talker identification. However, it leaves open the possibility that dyslexic listeners had broader deficits in auditory processing, rather than a linked deficit in phonological encoding and talker identification.
A different approach to investigating the link between language knowledge and talker recognition would be to assess normal listeners with extensive language experience but weaker phonetic knowledge-specifically, secondlanguage listeners (Flege, 1988; Flege et al., 2006) . If lengthy experience with a language permits excellent talker recognition in that language, then late but skilled learners should be good at talker recognition. However, if subtle phonetic knowledge acquired both over the long term and early in life is key, then early learners of a second language
